
 



 

 

Dear delegates,  

 

On behalf of the United Nations General Assembly committee, it is a great pleasure to invite you to be                   

a participant of the ALEXMUN 2021. For this year’s meeting it will be discussed the current                

“Conflicts in the Middle East and the growing territorial disputes”.  

 

It is our greatest joy and pleasure to welcome you to this UN model and being able to discuss current                    

issues of global concern and with great enthusiasm we hope that you will learn new things and see this                   

as a whole new opportunity with many possibilities. 

 

In this year's model, you will gain a chance to challenge yourselves by discussing and debating                

international politics, you will be able to create new resolutions which will demonstrate a clear               

commitment to getting involved in global events and international crises. You will all achieve a sense                

of satisfaction in improving your open mindedness, developing abilities such as confidence through             

debate, public speaking, global awareness and communication skills. 

 

Whilst organizing this event for you, we set out the clear goal of creating the best learning                 

environment and model for your enjoyment. This was done in order to ensure that every single                

delegate can leave with new knowledge, improved skills, countless memories, and new friendships. 

 

We sincerely hope you have the best experience at Alexmun 2021 so please, do not hesitate to                 

approach any of the members of the chair in case there is any doubt regarding the committee, the                  

protocols, the debate dynamic, etc.  

  



 

Contact Information 

 

President: Paula Garza 

paula.garza@alexbain.edu.mx 

 

Moderator: Rebeca Gutiérrez  

rebeca.gutierrez@alexbain.edu.mx 

 

Conference Officer: Angélica Solano  

angelica.solano@alexbain.edu.mx 

 

SEMBLANCE  

 

About the committee 

 

This is not an ordinary committee, this is what it’s called a “Crisis committee” which will be                 

connected to another counterpart of the same committee discussed by the western perspective.  

 

A crisis committee consists of a debate in which the delegates will be challenged constantly because                

in each session there will be a new crisis to solve and there will be several confidential records and                   

documents reserved for each country designed by the chair. 

 

At the same time, this debate will be settled on the year 1991 just a few years after the Cold War                     

concluded, which is why we as a chair advise on searching events that were currently happening at                 

that time and events that happened after too. The trouble will take place in the general assembly                 

eastern side of the committee and then it will pass to the general assembly western committee to come                  

out with a whole resolution.  

 

In the case of this particular committee, as stated before, it will be “connected”; this basically means                 

that the General Assembly will be divided in two different groups each with countries corresponding               

to the area of focus needed, form one side west countries and in the other eastern countries, both sides                   

will discuss the same topic both with their respective perspectives which will allow a better flow for                 

the debate, after both parts of the General Assembly go further on the different crisis and topics                 

presented throughout the debate they will come together to conclude a final solution or some sort of                 

agreement between both parts. In our case we are representing the Eastern side, this means that the                 
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discussion on this committee will be exclusive for Eastern countries and their perspectives before both               

parts of the general assembly get together. 

 

We would like you to take into consideration all these important aspects of the debate before doing                 

your research. We also advise the delegates to research events occurring on the dates established later                

on this same document and within those years to be better prepared for this kind of committee.  

 

Without further ado, We, as the chair, wish you the best of luck and look forward to seeing you in the                     

model. 

 

Historical background:  

 

The General Assembly was created in 1945 together with the Security Council, the Economic and               

Social Council, the Trusteeship Council, International Court of Justice and the Secretariat. The             

General assembly is the main deliberative, policy making committee, it is composed of a total of 193                 

members and it was created to examine international issues in the form of high level debates. Each                 

year the members of the General Assembly meet at New York City in the United States. At this forum                   

a lot of important political issues and global conflicts are discussed between all countries including               

development plans, peace and security issues, poverty international law and many others mainly             

involved with the 2030 agenda. 

 

Actual state: 

Every year, the General Assembly meets between September and December and, later, from January              

to September, if it’s appropriate, particularly to avoid pending reports from Forth and Fifth              

Commissions. The General Assembly has six principal Commissions, one for each particular topic,             

the Forth Commission is assigned to discuss Special and Decolonization Policy, including            

peacekeeping. And the Fifth Commision is assigned to avoid themes related to Administrative and              

Budgetary Affairs. Also, during this period of sessions, it avoids issues of decisive importance for the                

international community in the form of high level debates which are organized by the General               

Assembly President, in consultation of the Member States.  

 

 

 

 

 



 

Objectives /Functions: 

The Assembly has the power to make recommendations to States on international issues within its               

competence.  

According to the Charter of the United Nations, the General Assembly has within the committee and                

the rules applied the capacity to: 

 

● Consider and approve the United Nations budget and establish the financial assessments of             

Member States; 

● Elect the non-permanent members of the Security Council and the members of other United              

Nations councils and organs and, on the recommendation of the Security Council, appoint the              

Secretary-General; 

● Consider and make recommendations on the general principles of cooperation for maintaining            

international peace and security, including disarmament; 

● Discuss any question relating to international peace and security and, except where a dispute              

or situation is currently being discussed by the Security Council, make recommendations on             

it; 

 

Limitations:  

 

The Assembly takes action in cases of any possible threat to peace, security issues, or any act of                  

aggression. Each member state of the assembly has one vote, and some member states in arrears may                 

have the right to vote. The assembly has the entitlement to examine any matter, and act upon                 

maintaining and restoring international peace and security. This includes recommending to its            

members the adoption of collective measures to maintain this peace.  

 

Main Accomplishments:  

 

- In September 2015, the Assembly agreed on a set of 17 Sustainable Development Goals,              

contained in the outcome document of the United Nations summit for the adoption of the new                

development agenda 2030 

- The Assembly may also take action in cases of a threat to the peace, breach of peace or act of                    

aggression, when the Security Council has failed to act owing to the negative vote of a                

permanent member. 

 



 

TOPIC A: CONFLICTS IN THE MIDDLE EAST AND THE GROWING TERRITORIAL 

DISPUTES 

 

I. INTRODUCTION: 

 

After the Cold War concluded in the Middle East several disputes broke out. On August 10th of the                  

1990, the president of Iraq, Saddam Hussein, sent a military order and crossed borders invading               

Kuwait. As it is general knowledge Kuwait has a large oil supply and it has several times taken the                   

interest of neighbor countries. The president established that the actions taken by Iraq were made to                

free the people from the grasp of Emir and when victorious he will emerge as a new leader of the                    

Arab world, he claimed he will improve their lowered prestige in the region and will help on Middle                  

East countries.  

 

It all started on July 18, 1990; Baghdad accused its neighbor of “scratching” its territory and                

“stealing” oil from it by pumping in the layer of the Rumaila oil field (south), which increased                 

tensions. Iraq claimed the reimbursement of 2.4 billion dollars (about 2 billion euros).  

But Kuwait rejected the accusations and replied that it was Iraq that was trying to drill oil wells on its                    

territory. Several disputes confronted both countries, including the delimitation of borders, a thorny             

issue that had been on hold since the independence of Kuwait in 1961. In addition, Iraq accused the                  

emirate of "deliberately flooding" the oil market, causing prices to fall. 

 

Iraq demanded that the emirate cancel the debt it had contracted during its war against Iran                

(1980-1988) considering that, by waging that conflict, it had defended Kuwait and the rest of the Gulf                 

countries. On July 20, the Arab League and Saudi Arabia began mediations to unblock the crisis, but                 

these failed and the talks between Iraq and Kuwait were suspended on August 1. 

 

The international community strongly condemned the invasion, while oil prices soared. The UN             

Security Council met urgently and demanded "the immediate and unconditional withdrawal of Iraqi             

forces." At the very same time, Washington froze all Iraqi assets in the United States and foreign                 

affiliates, as well as Kuwaiti assets, to prevent them from being retaken by Kuwaitis in the service of                  

Baghdad. The Soviet Union, the supplier of 80% of Iraqi weapons, stopped its arms deliveries. 

 

II. CONCEPT DEFINITION: 

 

● Emir: A title given to an Arab or Muslim leader, ruler or military commander.  



 

● Muhammad: A very important Muslim prophet that is known as the founder of the              

Islam, he died and caused a dispute between muslim Islam believers.  

● Sunni and Shiite: Muslim group divisions that each has their own interpretation of             

the Quran, there’s several disagreements between these two religious groups. After           

Muhammad’s dead muslims divided into this two main groups, on one side (The             

shiite) it was believed that Muhammad’s successor should belong to someone of his             

bloodline while in the other side (The sunni) believed a pious individual would do              

despite the heritage they came form. 

● The Quran: The Quran is the holy book for the muslims, it is comprehended as a text                 

that speaks for Allah the god of the muslims. 

 

III. CURRENT SITUATION: 

 

Nowadays the conflicts between Middle East and Occidental countries have been a real issue for the                

international community as the tensions grow and interests intervene on politics. These countries have              

had friction that had ended in armed conflicts and the United Nations had the obligation to interfere                 

several times. Disputes have taken place due to devastating religious and economical history. This              

conflict always alarmed the international community to the point of being debated In the main organs                

of the United Nations like the Security Council and General Assembly.  

 

We are settled in the year of 1991, the Cold War has come to an end and a new conflict has made an                       

appearance in the Middle East and it’s slowly growing into a global security threat. On August 10th of                  

the last year, the president of Iraq, Saddam Hussein, sent a military order and crossed borders                

invading Kuwait. As it is general knowledge Kuwait has a large oil supply and it has several times                  

taken the interest of neighbor countries. The president established that the actions taken by Iraq were                

made to free the people from the grasp of Emir and when victorious he will emerge as a new leader of                     

the Arab world, he claimed he will improve their lowered prestige in the region and will help on                  

Middle East countries.  

 

In the early morning of January 17, 1991, the war began between the international coalition (led by                 

the US) and Iraq. Following Saddam Hussein's invasion of Kuwait on August 2, 1990, President               

George H. W. Bush had sought support in both the Middle East and the West to address the situation.                   

Starting in November, preparations for the operation began. On the 29th of that month, the United                

Nations Security Council approved resolution 678, which gave legal cover to a military intervention              

after January 15, 1991. In the first hours of the 17th US air forces destroyed the Iraqi radar system and                    



 

bombed massively. military targets, while Tomahawk cruise missiles were launched from US fleet             

troops deployed in the Persian Gulf and Red Sea. A few hours later, White House spokesman Marlin                 

Fitzwater informed the media of the operation, dubbed "Desert Storm." 

 

As a few months concluded Iraq got a great advantage in the conflict. Early this year the issue was far                    

from over and currently it’s predicted that over 34 countries already involved directly with this issue                

will take action via the Security Council if the issue cannot be solved by dialogue in the General                  

Assembly which is why it has to be solved urgently by our committee. 

 

The most recent events that have happened during this period of time revolve around the actions of                 

President George H. W. Bush, who had sought support in both the Middle East and the West to                  

address the situation by executing the plan of the military operation called “Desert Storm”, later on                

the UN followed by giving multiple warnings as the conflict grew and the issue has been addressed in                  

both the General Assembly and the Security Council. 

 

This meeting’s goal is to find a solution to this armed conflict that is getting out of hand, at the                    

moment Kuwait is detained by Iraq forces, countries like United States and their alliances alongside               

Russia and a few Middle East countries have tried to intervene and are now working together to find a                   

solution for the tensions between these two countries before the neighbor countries are involved in               

violent conflicts and further hostile or threatening issues. 

 

IV. INITIATIVES TAKEN BY THE INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY 

 

- President George H. W. Bush had sought support in both the Middle East and the West to                 

address the situation. Starting in November, preparations for an operation began. 

- The UN followed by giving multiple warnings as the conflict grew and the issue has been                

addressed in both the General Assembly and the Security Council. 

- A coalition - the largest since World War II - led by the US and supported mainly by Saudi                   

Arabia and the United Kingdom, undertook a mission to expel Iraqi forces. Kuwait on              

January 17, 1991. 

- On the 29th of that month, the United Nations Security Council approved resolution 678,              

which gave legal cover to a military intervention after January 15, 1991. 

 

V. Guide Questions 

❏ How is your country involved with the current topic? 



 

❏ What are the eastern countries’ points of view on Iraq’s invasión to Kuwait? 

❏ What are the western countries’ points of view on Iraq’s invasión to Kuwait? 

❏ What are the current interests of your country regarding the topic? 

❏ What actions can your country apply taking into account the general assembly            

limitations and rules of procedure?  

❏ What’s the background behind the issues in your country related to oil            

supplies/religion/economical systems? 

❏ What are the actions until the moment taken by the United Nations and your country               

individually (remember we are settled on the year 1991)? 

 

Countries list: 

1. Afganistán (1946) 

2. Arabia Saudita (1945) 

3. Bahrein (1971) 

4. Bangladesh (1974) 

5. Bhután (1971) 

6. Brunei Darussalam (1984) 

7. Camboya (1955) 

8. China (1945) 

9. Emiratos Árabes Unidos (1971) 

10. Filipinas (1945) 

11. India (1945) 

12. Indonesia (1950) 

13. Iran (1945) 

14. Iraq (1945) 

15. Japan (1956) 

16. Jordan (1955) 

17. Laos (1955) 

18. Lebanon (1945) 

19. Malaysia (1957) 

20. Mongolia (1961) 

21. Myanmar (1948) 

22. Nepal (1955) 

23. Omán (1971) 

24. Pakistán (1947) 



 

25. Qatar (1971) 

26. Rusia (1945) 

27. Siria (1945) 

28. Singapur (1965) 

29. Sri Lanka (1955) 

30. Tailandia (1946) 

31. Turquía (1945) 

32. Vietnam (1977) 
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